Client Comments
“I very much enjoyed meeting you the other day at the mediation and I thought you did an
excellent job. It was a pleasant experience and I am glad that we were able to have the
matter resolved.”
William K. Henley, Esq., Hahn & Hahn
“…Promptly brought the parties together, correctly identified the critical issues had
actively intervened in the parties’ (or their counsel’s) discussions/negotiations only when,
as and if needed – used discretion wisely… still have very fond memories of the excellent,
highly skilled and quite professional mediating you did ”
Donald Snider, Esq., Baer, Marks & Upham, LLP
“Superior performance by the mediator in trying circumstances…would unconditionally
recommend his services.”
Christopher N. Oberg, Ph.D.
Executive Vice President, Western University of Health Sciences
“It was great to have your comments, input and insight to supplement my
attorney…excellent and very responsive and professional.”
S. A. Weiner, Plaintiff
“Very well done and excellent facilitation skills…kept the parities focused on the issues and
directed the communication appropriately.”
Mary Cooper, Esq., City of Los Angeles, California
“I want to take this opportunity to thank you for your presentation on Conflict
Resolution…You were a big hit with our members and guests…Your topic was one of great
interest and your presentation skills were recognized as being excellent. Our board
members were very complimentary of your presentation also.”
Kathi Sanders, Professional Development Chair, PIHRA District 17
“As a panel mediator he has shown strong ability to handle disputes adeptly… I believe that
Dr. Blake is well suited for dispute resolution.”
Hon. Sam Chianchetti (Ret.), Inland Valley Arbitration and Mediation Services.
“There are very few times that I provide recommendations either personally or
professionally. However, this is one of those rare times that I enjoy providing one… In
short, I can genuinely recommend Orlando for any mediation or business consulting
assignment.”
Hon. James McVittie (Ret.), Inland Valley Arbitration and Mediation Services.
“Open minded presentations that lead to empowered conversations and discussions.
Excellent overall”

Mike Kyle
Managing Director, Insync Interactive Services
“Excellent, thorough, comprehensive, and client focused.”
Russell Rothner, President, Insync Media

